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DRIVEN:
Is 250kW too
much for a 
FWD hatchback?

WE TUNE THE
FOCUS ST

Over 250kW and 560Nm on STO mapping

EVOLUTION PERFORMANCE TUNES WITH

>Check out our latest 
issue from 

and 
EVO Performance 

STO Tuning 

Check out our latest 
issue from EVO Performance 

and STO Tuning 
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EVO MAG: STO Tuned Ford Focus ST

ITH TEN CYLINDERS, strictly academic, it's a case of new spec 
just under 500kW and versus old. The new car getting updated Weye-searing orange paint, body panels everywhere except the roof 

you'd swear there'd be a horse or a bull plus new head and tail lamps. Both 
on the bonnet of our cover car. Instead enjoy 50% more power and torque than 
those are the combined credentials of they did when they rolled off Ford's 
the pair of near identical Ford Focus production lines and both have been 
STs belonging to Carl and Clinton. software mapped by Evolution using 
They may be in very similar states of STO brains. Let's look at the work 
tune but visually the differences are that's gone into it. 

THE HARDWARE
On top of the custom STO software, 
Carl's outfitted his newer ST with a 
complementary STO intercooler. A 
complete 76mm Evolution 
Performance stainless steel exhaust 
system (splitting into dual 63mm) and 
Motorcade intake improves the ST's 
respiratory qualities. Colder running 
spark plugs have also been employed 

“Both enjoy 50% 
more power and 

torque than they did 
when they rolled off 

Ford's production lines”  

The attention to detail is 
not limited to the modifications, 

these guys are meticulous 
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EVO MAG: STO Tuned Ford Focus ST

also had the sub assembly reinforced into the leathery cabin of Carl's newer 
for boosting with peace of mind. ST first and proceed to bury the clutch, 

feather the throttle to a conservative 
THE DRIVE 3200rpm and drop the hammer. Both 
Both cars have remained relatively cars react with similar venom. “Vrooo-
stock inside, with differences such as oooooop! Tsssss!” Aaaah, there's 
the orange leather buckets in the old nothing quite like a well-tuned turbo 
car and all black newer items in the hatchback. Everything happens as 
facelift plus some cabin enhancements quickly as it does loudly with each gear 
being all that separates them. I climb change punctuated with HEAVY tire 

by Carl. Clinton has matched Carl's 
modifications but then also taken 
development a bit further with his old 
spec ST, choosing to add Koni Sport 
shock absorbers and H&R springs to 
the suspension. Ford's brilliant Focus 
RS has had its parts bin raided 
somewhat here with a clutch and oil 
cooler also being equipped to the 
older ST. Still not content, Clinton has 

“bury the clutch, 
feather the throttle to a
 conservative 3200rpm 
and drop the hammer.”  

Tangerine dreams, these are two 
very desirable Fords
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EVO MAG: STO Tuned Ford Focus ST

squeal audible over a whooping dump- temperamental on the launch. 
valve. It's very addictive but don't be Powering out of corners is a give and 
distracted, these cars are both handfuls! take affair with too much throttle 
The dropped suspension on the older forcing the car into a mild predictable 
car means it's slightly easier to turn but understeer. Hook them up correctly 
neither benefit from the RS's Revo however and either one of these cars 
Knuckle front suspension so keep your has genuinely ballistic performance on 
hands on that leather wheel. tap capable of seeing off most front 

driven challengers and a couple of all 
VERDICT and rear- driven saloons. Is this the 
On the cover EVO asked “is 250kW too limit of Focus ST tuning? In terms of 
much for front wheel drive”. The reality light modifications and maximum 
is that it is torque (not power) that power gains whilst retaining the 
spins the wheels and 560Nm is just too driveability of the car, we believe it is. It 
much to be manageable in anything really depends on what your use of the 
other than a straight line. That's what is car is and at the moment both Carl and 
causing both cars to lose traction in Clinton can be proud of their street-
most gears and making them very friendly speed demons.

Clinton (left) and Carl 
(right) have taken the 
Focus ST formula and 
improved on it 200%
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